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Shape Illustration 

 The task is to create an image using trian-

gles, circles squares and/or any derivative thereof. 

The purpose of this assignment is to see that com-

plex pictures are composed of simple components, 

and to be a test of creativity as much as a test of 

skill with Adobe Illustrator. The requirements for 

this assignment are: 

 Stay with black and white 

 Construct texture from shapes 

 Utilize scale & rotation tools 

 

 The piece will be mounted/displayed on an 

11" x 14"  piece of mat board.  

 

 

Personal Process 

 Using my history and interest in illustration, 

I wanted to create a work that described a particular 

scene that had been boiling in my head for a while. 

Though I don’t think I’d even do anything with it 

now, I’d been developing a small story on the side 

for about three years now. It’s the story of a girl 

who loses her brother and goes through different 

trials of friendship in order to get him back from 

another friend who she’d treated poorly before.  

 Regardless, I knew that I wanted to tackle 

this assignment with the idea of a foreground, mid-

dleground, and background, dividing the planes 

with information to tell my story. In the fore-

ground, I planned non-distinct images of gold and 

wealth, blurring the details by softening sharp edg-

es with spheres. Next, I wanted to use the mid-

dleground to describe the location and subject, of 

which I composed of the required black and white 

shapes. I also used lots of elongated black and 

white rectangles to crate a faux-shading the de-

scribed the depth of the piece. Using this same 

method in the background, I continued the effect of 

slight depth and blurred details to create a general 

space that isn’t too specific, but gets the job done. 

 

 The hardest part of this piece was definitely 

creating a sense of space with only two highly-

contrasted values, but I enjoyed the challenge. I 

found that using the elongated rectangle and circle-

within-a-circle method to create a grey-like appear-

ance at a distance was the easiest way to do so, and 

I very much appreciate learning a new way of cre-

ating a field of depth. 
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Logo 

 Design a logo that meets selected needs as 

an artist/illustrator. 

 

 A logo is a corporate trademark that should, 

if designed right, make a statement about the busi-

ness or organization it represents. Developing a 

logo is a multi- stage process. First, the conceptual 

stage involves heavy thinking about who and what 

the organization is and does. Talking with the cli-

ent, brainstorming with other artists, researching 

the client’s competitors  and much sketching char-

acterize this stage; the client sees very little artwork 

at this point. Next comes refinement in which the 

artist cleans up their  sketches and begins to take 

one or more of them to a more finished incarnation. 

At the end of this stage, the artist usually has one 

tight sketch-if it is a small client, or three if it is a 

valuable client. At this stage, the client may be 

asked to choose one to be taken to the final produc-

tion phase or the artist may choose to produce a 

finished version of all the tight sketches to show 

the client.  

 Color is secondary in the design process 

and may, depending upon the client’s budget, be 

limited to black and white. A good rule of thumb is 

to design first in black and white. Keep in mind 

that this logo will need to look good small as well 

as large.as it has to go on: 

 A business card (2” x 3.5”)  

 A letterhead (8.5” x 11”)  

 An envelope (9.5” x 4.125”) 

 

 The piece will be mounted/displayed on an 

11" x 14"  piece of mat board.  

Personal Process 

 Essentially, my logo is my long-running 

username Kaitkouri, chosen as a combination of 

my given name and the username of an artist I 

looked up to then and still look up to now. There-

fore, I already had the representative text I wanted 

to display with my logo, needing only the visual 

element. I decided to go for the idea of fashion and 

clotheslines in order to link my self with playful-

ness and originality, though I think I missed the 

mark slightly as an illustrator. 

 

 

 Reworking my previously designed logo 

(presented above), I kept the same color scheme as 

it was important to me in the communication of the 

greyscale design. Additionally, I just like it.  How-

ever, I wanted to also keep the playful nature of the 

first design while also focusing on a simpler and 

more illustration-oriented design. To do so, I 

moved the laundry idea to papercrafts, which I also 

believe remain slightly ambiguous in nature due to 

the simplification of the design. 

 Color is one of the most important and fa-

vorite things in my life, do I went against the sug-

gested work process and did not start with grey-

scale. Because of this, once I was satisfied with the 

colored version of my design, I desaturated the 

piece down to grey and used a tone curve to 

achieve a value range that I was satisfied with. My 

process for the black and white version was rela-

tively the same, wherein I upped the contrast even 

more and went back with a touchups of white de-

tailing and a black outline for clarity. 
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Personal Process 

 I actually first conceptualized this piece 

when the assignment was introduced. Having a 

fairly open-ended prompt, I was happy when I 

found I could use it for the project. With the ideal 

of an editorial illustration, I had a great time creat-

ing a piece that clearly set forward a story and 

world of intrigued for any viewer. 

 Starting with the sketch, I first blocked out 

the design using a set of values, later going back 

and refining the edges with the shape tool. I didn’t 

have a color scheme in mind when I started, so I 

went through the entire piece using only greyscale 

until the end. From there, I used a gradient map to 

create different colorations of the piece (see be-

low), with the one presented in class (see right im-

age) being my favorite. 

 Much like my first illustration in class, this 

piece is roughly based around the miscellaneous 

story idea that had been floating around in my head 

for while. In this moment, the aforementioned sis-

ter and brother are together in a moment before the 

main narrative. 

 

Illustration 

 To show the skills learned in Illustrator, 

pick a topic and create a finished, ready-to-be-

published illustration. From a provided list, stu-

dents are to pick a category of illustration, each 

with its own necessities that it must have in order 

to be successful. Those included are Portraiture/

Caricature, Editorial Illustration, Technical/

Scientific Illustration, and Product Illustration/

Advertising Illustration. For an Editorial Illustra-

tion, which was chosen for this assignment, the re-

quirements are: 

 Personal decisions in terms of style 

 Story-driven context 

 

 The piece will be mounted/displayed on an 

11" x 14"  piece of mat board.  
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Stationary/Identity Systems 

 The task for this assignment is to design a 

letterhead, business card & envelope that work to-

gether using the logo designed earlier. A Business 

system is loosely defined as a series of documents 

that a business uses...well...to do business! In this 

case, the following documents will need to be de-

signed and executed: 

 A Letterhead 

 A Business Card 

 An Envelope 

 
 
 Furthermore, the artist’s resume should be 
typed on or imposed on to the letterhead for grad-
ing (included in a similar manner at the start of this 
book). 
 

 The piece will be mounted/displayed on an 

11" x 14"  piece of black mat board.  

Personal Process 

 While I was already equipped with my 

logo, I really wanted to see how far I could push 

the creative and playful aspect of the design in to 

my business system. Starting with that idea, I in-

stantly knew I wanted to continue the papercraft 

motif around my letterhead, turning the border of 

the paper into a faux-cut along line in my mostly 

non-obstructive color, yellow. 

 Continued from there, I knew I wanted to 

add a small motif of scissors where it was possible, 

finding that it only looked appropriate on my letter-

head. I then continued carrying the cut-line motif 

through the pieces, adding a few triangles around 

the edges of each piece of the system as an accent. 

In my first design, I had larger edges around the 

left of my letterhead, with my biggest triangle on 

the left side being a dark blue shade. I changed this 

later in to green, as it feel it called enough attention 

to the edge while also not being domineering as the 

previous color was. 

 Though I do not see myself using this de-

sign for myself any time soon, I enjoyed polishing 

a design that I can potentially apply the skills that I 

learned with potential future clients.  
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Video Game Prototype 

 Use your Photoshop and Illustrator) skills to 

create a two screen mock-up of a video game. 

 

 In the video game industry, artists use CG 

tools to create video game screens that a video 

game producer will use to “sell” to a publisher. Or, 

a publisher might use these mock-ups to give the 

artists at a video game production company an idea 

of what the publisher wants in their new video 

game. Or, the designers of the game use such mock

-ups to give the actual production artists in the 

company an idea as to what assets will need to be 

produced and what they will need to look like. 

 Other artists can use this “mock-up” idea to 

make statements on everything from pop-culture to 

international politics.  

 

 The pieces will be mounted/displayed on 

two 11" x 14"  pieces of mat board.  

Personal Process 

 I was incredibly excited for this assignment, 

already starting on the idea as soon as it was an-

nounced in class. With the introduction of finding 

high quality screenshots of games we enjoy or want 

to blend together, I had a very fruitful list building, 

of which I later selected when I selected the outline 

of the game I wanted to prototype.  

 I settled on the idea of a cooking game that 

had to be completed by capturing the ingredients, 

all of whom are alive, and then have to prepare 

meals in order to satisfy a rotating cast of custom-

ers. The games I pulled inspirations and image ele-

ments from were Cooking Mama CookStar, 

Bugsnax, Overcooked, Pokémon Sword and Shield, 

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, and 

Minecraft. In fact, the Minecraft element formed 

the basis of the backdrop for both mock-ups, imple-

menting artist and gamer Mizuno’s (@m_sebascha) 

texture and CIT pack, “Mizuno’s 16 Craft.” Creat-

ing a kitchen setting, I had the basis for my design, 

later adding GUI elements from Cooking Mama 

and tLoZ: BotW. The food critters and curry image 

were pulled from Bugsnax and Pokémon respec-

tively, with the monsters on the right edge of both 

mock screenshots coming again from tLoZ: BotW. 

 After I clipped the appropriate images out 

of their respective games, I created windows for the 

GUI elements with optical-black rectangular shapes 

and a multiply layer. Text was then added on top of 

the layer and small accents of stars and button com-

mands finalized on the finished pieces.  

 I’m extremely proud of these pieces, as I 

was able to create a game out of others that I love, 

as well as something that I would proudly play and 

create work for, as it just sounds fun! 
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Master Painting 

 The task is to create a digital painting in the 

style or style of an artist or movement from a peri-

od in the history of Art.  

 

 The 20th century art world contains the 

broadest range of artistic style of any period in the 

history of art. Your assignment is to create a self-

portrait in Photoshop loosely based on the style of 

the artist or movement. Ideally, these portraits will 

tell the viewer something about you rather than 

simply what you look like.  

 

 The piece will be printed large-scale, with-

out foam backing, at 24”x 36”. 

Personal Process 

 For this assignment, I decided to work with 

inspiration from Henri Matisse, finding this link 

through me specific admiration for the color work 

of the Fauves. Since Matisse has a fluid collection 

of work throughout his life, I decided to focus on 

the paintings and cut-outs. 

 Because of this decision, I wanted to blend 

a painterly appearance with my brushwork, without 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Though I did pull the position of my body 

to the left in order to better occupy the composi-

tion, I remained mostly true to the image. Extrapo-

lating the colors present in the source, I attempted 

to mimic the fun feel of Matisse’s saturated paint-

ings through this element as well as through the 

distinct cool shadows surrounding particular sec-

tions. The flatness of the piece, however, comes as 

a reference to Matisse’s cut-out, preferring bold 

sections of color to a texture of  paint or dry media. 

 I very much enjoyed this assignment, as it 

was one of the first portraits I’d done in a while, as 

well as the fact that I absolutely fell in love with 

the colors and vision. Inclusions of food have al-

ways been something in my art, especially regards 

to my history and continued battle with anorexia. 

Additionally, it’s nice to show a piece that shows 

the love that comes from sharing food. 

an overly reliant use 

of texture. Making 

this decision, I 

started with the 

source material of 

an image captured 

by my boyfriend 

Joel, of which I be-

lieved created an 

accurate portrayal 

of my journey and 

personal self than 

any photograph I 

could have taken 

myself (see left). 
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Personal Process 

 For this assignment, I teamed up with my 

partner Kameron to create a glamor shot that he 

would want to use for a professional source. To do 

so, we communicated via text what he would like 

adjusted, agreeing on a dulling of the oil on his 

forehead, as well as a removal of acne around his 

chin and nose. Following through with  this ex-

change, I edited out the oil with a separate layer of 

color, refining the newly smoothed section with a 

stamped skinned texture on top. Additionally, out-

side of Kameron’s specifics, I also lightened the 

whites of his eyes, added a small eye light, and col-

or corrected the bridge of his nose. 

 After completing Kameron’s portrait, I 

moved on to my own, mostly starting it last since I 

did not yet realize that  had to edit a version of my 

portrait as well. When the assignment started, I im-

mediately knew I wanted to attempt making an imi-

tation of those old pet-owner portraits from the 

1980s. Though this was a more illustrative ap-

proach, I am pleased with the outcome and enjoy it 

regardless. It’s fun! 

 Firstly, I started work on my portrait by 

cleaning out blemishes near my chin, lip, and 

cheek. With the additional minor touchup of teeth-

whitening, I moved on to removing the background 

of the original image, replacing it with an image of 

the night sky and placing a halo of white around 

myself and my dog Marnie.  

 The last few changes I made were relatively 

small, including a removal of the bra straps in a 

similar fashion to the oil marks on Kameron’s fore-

head, as well as adding in an alternative image of 

Marnie’s head on the side. To mirror my own im-

age, I added a glow behind her head and color cor-

rected the two images with overlay layers so as to 

set them apart from the background. Lastly, I added 

sparkles for that final cheesy touch. I’m in love 

with this piece and I’m so glad I made it. 

Glamor Shots 

 Working with a partner, students will trade 

headshots and their wanted adjustments, refining 

the portrait to such preferences. They will also re-

touch their own headshot simultaneously. 

 

 A glamour shot is a picture of the subject 

that has been enhanced to have all appropriate faci-

al flaws removed without losing the identity of the 

subject (that comes later!). To successfully com-

plete the assignment, the student must carefully 

examine every inch of his or her face for the slight-

est imperfection and use the techniques listed 

above to remove them.  

 In an age of chatroom dating where people 

anonymously converse through the internet, what 

does it mean to be able to remove wrinkles, pounds 

and scars? These techniques were once the sole 

province of glamour magazine airbrush artists who 

were very skilled at removing and enhancing the 

images the photography department gave them. 

What are the consequences of these techniques be-

ing widely available?  

 The discussion becomes even more com-

plex with the understanding that these techniques 

are also used in planning reconstructive surgery for 

accident victims and those with congenital birth 

defects. The same knowledge that feeds vanity also 

facilitates healing. 

 

 The pieces will be mounted/displayed on 

two 11" x 14"  pieces of mat board.  
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Personal Process 

 Kameron, my partner, instructed me to just 

do whatever I’d like with his caricature. I was nerv-

ous with this freedom, but continued nonetheless. 

Working from the polished glamor shot of the pre-

vious page, I began my editing by expanding 

Kameron’s beard. I enjoyed how his beard looked 

on his face in the original image, so I thought I’d 

try to make it larger! Cutting free a chunk of the 

beard and repeating it downward, I covered up any 

inconsistencies with a multiply layer of optical-

black. Next, I shrunk the mouth and covered up the 

skin with more color and stamped skin texture.  

 Liking how the enlarged hair of Kameron’s 

beard looked, I decided to carry the extension to his 

head and eyebrows. I started the work by copying 

over the edges of the upper hair, parting them 

around in a halo to create an appearance of hair that 

was previously in a hat (as I suppose is what ap-

pears in the unedited glamor shot). To enlarge the 

eyebrows, I simply selected them with the lasso 

tool and stretched them upward.  

 For my own portrait, I went along with the 

premise of exaggerating features of myself that I 

dislike. Firstly, I expanded my forehead upward, 

going through the same procedures of hair copying 

and skin stamping from Kameron’s caricature. 

Next, I enlarged my nose and did a similar proce-

dure with my underchin as I did my forehead. For 

fun, I also enlarged my puppy Marnie’s eyes and 

shrunk her nose. 

 I honestly struggled with these pieces the 

most. I have always resented the art of caricatures 

under my own hands, as I really dislike focusing on 

exaggerating some already dysmorphic features of 

my face. Still, I feel I gave it my best attempt and 

appreciate the knowledge of editing I gained along 

the way. 

Caricature 

 The assignment is to create a caricature by 

exaggerating/minimizing the features of your own 

and your subject's image. Students should work 

with their partner to create a caricature that is en-

joyable for the both of them to look at. 

 

 A good caricature edifies and does not 

mock unless it is meant to do so. This challenge is 

to specifically introduce students to the potentially 

challenging client/artist relationship. 

 

 The pieces will be mounted/displayed on 

two 11" x 14"  pieces of mat board.  
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Personal Illustration Works 

 In my free time, I mostly do work centered 

around personal character illustration and commis-

sions. Having several worlds and stories in my 

mind, I enjoy writing as well as drawing, often 

finding inspiration for the later in the act of the pri-

or. Though I’ve had my preferences called childish 

and futile in the past, this is really what I love do-

ing, and I never intend on stopping. 

 Using my knowledge of art that I’d gath-

ered from seven years of specialized education in 

secondary school, as well as my experiences in ex-

tracurriculars and college, I aim to create images 

with narrative compositions and intrigue. I want the 

viewer to be drawn in and to gather details of my 

stories provided in environmental contexts. 

Process 

 Starting with an idea, I then sketch out a 

piece’s composition with all the elements described 

in my mind. When I find that I’m satisfied with the 

movement and/or  emotion of the work, I then de-

cide if I want to tackle the piece flatly with color, 

or if I was want to work from a greyscale.  

 For both pieces on this piece, I worked from 

a greyscale upward, using light to describe my sub-

ject first. Then, when I feel like mood is well cap-

tured and there is a good distribution of values 

across the canvas, I will continue forward with uti-

lizing a gradient map to achieve the mood I’m 

looking for. 

 I very much enjoy this shortcut, though I do 

feel it limits the communication of some ideas, so I 

do frequently go back in with more colors to touch-

up and diversify the final piece, such as with the 

piece below. 
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Personal Written Works 

 When I’m not drawing or enjoying other 

any of my other hobbies, I enjoy writing and read-

ing work based around the original worlds crafted 

by myself and my circle of friends. It’s a social 

event for us, and we sometimes even co-write small 

novels together.  

 Below is a snippet from one of said novels, 

wherein I was describing a show that my character 

was preforming. I hadn’t planned ahead of time, 

but I find writing with music that fits my desired 

mood of the scene helps immensely. When writing 

this piece, I was listening to an orchestral score 

with music box accompaniments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Additionally, with the mention of stories, I 

would like to note that I’ve also written a 25-page 

crime novella for my Crime Literature class, of 

which I thoroughly enjoyed writing. 

“Now, nearly fifteen feet off the 

ground, swayed the ‘helpless’ 

damsel, gaze bouncing between the 

surface beneath her and the foot of 

the southern pole. She had to time 

everything perfectly if she wanted to 

succeed, ankles straddling with her 

knees as she carefully shifted her 

weight to maintain balance atop the 

dancing platform. The music 

continued to build, spotlights 

flowing upward as Dakota slowly 

lifted the baton over her head, the 

pole’s central rod catching against a 

string of tension just as her feet 

bounced gently off the platform -- 

leaving her suspended in the air in a 

moment that was both astonishingly 

graceful and beautifully terrifying.” 

Process 

 Other than listening to music, I believe that 

having a good idea of the visual aspect of the story 

and/or scene helps immensely to understanding 

what needs to be communicated at certain mo-

ments. Because of this, I tend to visualize my ideas 

in storyboards or comics before writing. 

 The same can be said inversely as well, 

since sometimes the only way I can find out what I 

need for a location or scenario by writing out the 

details, such as with the piece to the right. Before 

making the work, I wrote up the description of the 

character’s home, later finding inspiration by 

knowing how the character would interact with 

their intimate belongings and surroundings. Below 

is the aforementioned description. 

“Starting at the first level, green 

vegetation mostly liters the interior, a 

thin moat of water passing around 

the outer edges and cycling 

constantly against the glass panes 

and brass frame. Different types of 

shrubberies and flowering plants sit 

embedded in soil and pots, each 

cared for and delicately trimmed 

back. Moving further inward, a brick 

circle forms a platform with 

outreaching paths, almost forming 

the shape of a sun. Slightly offset 

from the center of the patio sits an 

iron tea-table and chair, a soft, 

embroidered cushion hosting a 

decadent teapot and singular teacup. 

Surrounding the small set is a 

mixture of fragrant plants and fruit 

trees, a basket of gardening tools 

placed neatly between several pots of 

herbs and aromatics.” 
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Personal Fine Art Works 

 Most of my paintings comes from the end 

of my high school career, but I still feel entirely 

connected to the media as a foundational to my un-

derstanding of color and preference in rendering.  

 The three pieces shown are both from my 

AP concentration focusing on my experiences as a 

child, coming particularly from a moment where I 

was questioning what exactly my experiences dd to 

my understanding of the world, as well as how I 

can cope with the forced maturation of an abusive 

household that I endured in my youth. 

 

Process 

 When working with my preferred media of 

acrylic paint or soft pastel, I usually start by gather-

ing several reference photos or by finalizing a very 

reliable sketch. From there, I plan out the composi-

tion with either soft pastel or a light sketch of paint, 

going in immediately afterwards with my darkest 

values. 

 Going from that point, I work by putting in 

colors at a relatively random pace, putting down 

the entire value at once so know that I know it will 

be well distributed in the piece. Next, I work exten-

sively to clean up the lines by layering my material 

over itself, usually ending with the addition of the 

lightest values. 

 Fine Art has thoroughly connected me with 

my understanding of media, with the lineless and 

layering techniques I developed while painting, of 

which I use everyday in my digital and/or illustra-

tive work. 
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Thank you! 


